Tips & Tricks

A quick corner rout
When making shelves and small table tops, I like to
radius the corners for both aesthetics and safety. I
find that the most efficient and consistent way to do
it is using a template on a table router outfitted with a
flush-trim bit. A pair of fences on the template allow
for quick, accurate positioning of the workpiece. Make
the template from a piece of 1/2" hardwood plywood,
shaping one of the corners as desired with a jigsaw
or bandsaw. If necessary, smooth and fair the profile
by filing and/or power-sanding. Attach two fences as
shown, keeping them back from each end of the curve
by a couple of inches so they don’t impede bit travel.
To shape your workpiece, first trace its corners using the
template, then saw to within 1/8" of the line. Install a flushtrim bit with a shank-mounted bearing into your table
router, and adjust the projection of the bit so the bearing
contacts the pattern. Holding the workpiece firmly against
the template fences, trim the corner to shape, making sure
to move the workpiece against the rotation of the bit.
—Marvin Mertz, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
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Rough-cut to within
⁄8" of traced cut line.
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Attach fences a couple
inches back from corner.

Plywood template
with finessed corner

Feed workpiece
against bit rotation.
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Mags to hold bags
Changing the bag on my dust collector
always made me wish I had four hands—two
to hold the bag in place, and two to replace
the metal holding strap. Since I’m unlikely
to grow an extra set of mitts, I decided to
put a couple of 1/2"-diameter rare-earth
magnets into play for the job. I screwed
commercially available steel cups to the
ends of short dowels to hold the magnets
in place. They temporarily hang the bag in
place while I apply the strap. Works great!
—Ed Williams, Makawao, Hawaii
Use magnet to hold
bag in place while
installing steel band.
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Morse taper as jam chuck
Here’s an easy way to make custom-sized dowels on a
lathe using squared stock that’s too small to hold with a
spur or jawed drive chuck. Just remove the chuck, and
use the Morse taper in the drive spindle as a jam chuck of
sorts. (A #2 Morse taper will snugly accommodate a ⅝"square blank.) Push one end of a wannabe dowel into the
tapered recess, center other end on the tailstock, and turn.
—Mikey Panicky, Ventura, California

Microfiber grain detector
With certain woods that lack distinct graining, it
can be difficult to gauge which direction to plane in
order to prevent tearout. In these cases, I’ve found
that dragging a microfiber cloth on the surface is
very helpful. With most woods, there’s a noticeable
resistance when the cloth is pulled against the slope of
the grain. So, whichever way the cloth moves easiest,
that’s the direction you want to move the cutter.
—Thomas Moss, Bradenton, Florida

Share a Slick Tip. Win Cash or a Prize!
Here’s your chance to help
someone become a better
woodworker and get rewarded
for the effort. The winner of
next issue’s Top Tip award
will receive a Woodcraft
Gift Card worth $250. All
others will receive $125 for a published
illustrated tip, or $75 for a non-illustrated tip. Published
tips become the property of Woodcraft Magazine.
Send your ideas to:
Tips & Tricks, Woodcraft Magazine,
P.O. Box 7020, Parkersburg, WV 26102-7020
-orvisit woodcraftmagazine.com, and click on “Contact”.
Important: Please include your phone number, as an editor
may need to call you if your trick is considered for publication.
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Marking gauge wheel sharpening
I love my wheeled marking gauge but, like
any other cutting tool, it needs occasional
sharpening to work eﬀectively. The darned
wheel is so small, though, that it can be hard
Wheeled marking gauge
to hone. After abrading my fingertips,
I discovered that a standard wooden
pencil with eraser works great to scrub
the wheel on my honing stones. ■
—Mark Hassleblad,
Los Angeles, California
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Eraser powers cutter
over honing stones.
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